15 years of Public Key Enablement (PKE), Identity, Credentialing and Access Management (ICAM) excellence. Throughout the years Zeva has been solving the most complex identity and encryption challenges for federal government and corporations around the globe.

Zeva Incorporated, a Zeva Holdings company, helps clients around the globe strengthen their security posture with tailored services. Founded in 2005, in Virginia, USA; Zeva Inc. is a CMMI Level 3, Woman-Owned Small Business. Zeva develops and licenses commercial off the shelf (COTS) products that address the PKI enablement needs of highly regulated agencies. Demonstrating its market dominance, Zeva holds multiple patents for encryption and decryption technologies.
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GSA IT Schedule 70 contract # G5-35F-0476X:

**SIN 60-132F**

Identity and Access Management Professional Services

**SIN 51-132**

Information Technology Professional Services

**SIN 62-132**

HSPD-12 Products & Services

**SIN 32-132**

Term Software Licenses

**SIN 33-132**

Perpetual Software License

**SIN 34-132**

Software Maintenance Services

Zeva COTS Products available on SEWP V

Sales completed for multiple federal departments through Carahsoft

**2M+**

Users

**100+**

Clients

**14+**

Countries
Core Competencies

Public Key Infrastructure (PKI) and Policy Subject Matter Experts with active involvement in NIST, FPKI and Treasury policy and practices development

Deep technical expertise in cryptography, administration and operations with decades of experience in technical implementation of various ICAM projects

PKI Encryption and Digital Signature particularly as it relates to S/MIME and document protection

Support for IT security compliance programs, such as FISMA, NIST, and policy controls

IT infrastructure implementation, management, operational, and upgrades including private secure clouds

Support for records management requirements, such as the NARA Capstone program

Hands on Experience with PIV Integration, Troubleshooting and Logical Access Control Systems

Support for Continuous Diagnosis and Mitigation (CDM) services; IRS Criminal Investigation became the first agency to achieve CDM phase I Compliance

Differentiators

Multiple patents related to PKI enablement. Zeva has developed a suite of COTS products to service the needs of encrypted data management, document signing, code signing and PKI encryption

Subject-matter experts in the areas of Identity management, data encryption & secure data decryption.

World-class development team driven by customer-obsession and a culture of innovation

CMMI DEV level 3 company with a team well versed in ITIL

Team certifications include MCSD, MCSA, MCSE, MCSP, MCTS and best practices for Agile development and SOLID principles

Microsoft Gold Partner, Entrust Trusted Partner, VMWare CPS partner, Veritas TPS

Zeva’s flagship product, DecryptNaBox, supports FOIA, eDiscovery, and compliance investigation

DecryptNaBox is the only Data Decryption Server available on the market today that is compliant with FPKI KRP
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POINT OF CONTACT

Sam Andoni, President
sam@zeva.us
888-938.2462
www.zevainc.com

Zeva, Incorporated
11710 Plaza America Drive, Suite 2000
Reston, VA 20190